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Director
The Directors Dyna
Well what can I say, I’ve been
looking back at the long list of
events that have been happening
since the 17th of March, when the
revamped Surrey Hog carried out
its first new members ride.
I remember that I couldn’t get the
smile off my face for days. Since
then we have been out and about
with a fantastically varied ride out
schedule that I believe, works for
most members. We adopted an all
new two club night Strategy to
allow all members to socialise
easier, with different hostelries
competing for our custom.
The summer escape to St Tropez
was well attended by our growing
number of members, our new flag
flew brightly in the parade of flags
and our burgeoning reputation as
top social ambassadors had HOG
Europe’s full endorsement.
We have been having such a good
time, we will be through this year
and into 2006 before we know it.
The committee are already
planning a Surrey HOG invasion of
Corsica for June 06 (put that in
the diary now!).
The Bisley South of England Rally
was another great weekend of
good food, fun and frolic’s.
The Frisbee war between Essex,
Oxford and our chapter will go
down as a highlight of the
weekend and has spurned a
rematch with a charity custard pie
event before year end.
All great stuff with plenty more to
come…See you on one of the
events……Ride Safe
DP9
Front cover picture:
Celebrate the memory of Doug the big guy, with a big heart,
on a big yellow harley

Many Surrey HOG members are already aware that the Chapter recently
made some major changes to its website. First and foremost the
website address has changed to http://www.surreyhog.info Next,
the website is your first port of call for the latest on what's happening.
It has a lot of information of interest to Chapter members, and is
maintained on a day by day basis so that it is fully up to date. Finally,
it contains a historical record of what we have been up to - including
pictures. Is there anything else you would like to see on the website?
If you take any pictures at Chapter events, please send them to
dik.gregory@surreyhog.info - we would be pleased to try and
include them!"
Remember this is Your Newsletter!
- do you have an interesting story/pictures to submit?

Bisley
What can I say? I had my doubts
when we arrived in the rain on
Friday and were putting up tents as
it lashed down, but the sunshine's
on the righteous. Under the
leadership of our camping veterans
Brian and Kevin, who gave expert
valuable advice to Dale in particular
in the art of boundary marking, we
set up camp for the troops. The day
passed in a flash as people arrived
drank us out of house and home
and generally milled around the
various trade stands and bars.
Evening entertainment was courtesy
of Dave and the SHD team with the
big guy himself cooking for us, I
have to mention Yasha’s ham it is to
die for that girl can do no wrong
from now on. A lot of friends old
and new turned up and the usual
heckling, name calling and winding
up started, but nothing could
compare to the Mayor of Croydon’s
shorts which should not have shown
until after the 9 o clock watershed.
At Bisley there are many strange

buildings and we retired on to the
verandah of one for drinks. Sitting
in the wicker chairs on a hot night
took me back to the days of the Raj;
all we needed was a punkah wallah,
char wallah and an empire.
Saturday, a cooked breakfast for all
on the chapter BBQ and off to the
dealership to collect more members
and bring them to the Rally.
Catherine, Tina and Dale wanted to
go up on the helicopter and guess
who got dragged in, best £25 I have
spent in a long time and will
definitely do it again next year. Our
BBQ kicked off in the evening with
the Ice Cream Salesman from Hell
Ernst made his world famous
potato, onion and ham to go with
the usual BBQ fare. On the subject
of BBQ food never go shopping for it
with Keith, you make someone
treasurer and they go into one if you
want a decent (Aberdeen Angus
Hand Pressed) burger, we only got
decent sausages because they were
2 for £3.27 and then he forget his
Nectar card. As we were eating and
drinking and wondering if the
Horizontal hold had gone on the
Mayor of Croydon’s new shorts,

noise was heard from some rowdies
in the adjourning chapter. It was
Essex, luckily the dealership had
supplied us with Frisbees for such
a situation, so one was hurled at
them. Imagine our distress when
they hurled it back, well we do not
accept that behaviour from a load
of XR3 driving upstarts and soon
the air was filled with Frisbees (we
did have rather a lot). Oh yes the
evening erupted into total war and
would have continued all night as
incoming Frisbees rained down on
both chapters, until the Oxford
chapter cheated by using burger
buns instead of Frisbees. That is
just not cricket so Essex and Surrey
joined forces and under our
combined fire power was rewarded
with a white flag being hoisted in
the Oxford camp, round 2 is
custard pie war. We retired
victorious to Bailey coffees and
more banter and enjoyed the
customary Bisley fireworks over the
trees, some went dancing and some
stayed put it was one those nights
Sunday we struck camp said our
good-byes and said see you next
year Bisley Andy England

St Tropez
EPISODE 1 - “Let’s try and
get it right this time around”
– Andy England
It is that time of year again
when Carrol goes for the world
record of how many things you
can stuff on a Road King. Me, I
just check my reflection in the
headlamp chrome, hit the
starter and go. My story of the
ride down to Dover is a
cautionary tale. You know those
clip-on visors that you put on
your open face helmet. Well I got
one. Stuck it on, rain came
down, pulled it over my face.
”Does it work?” came over the
intercom, I turn my head ever so

slightly to say “Yes, it does … “
and the wind gets underneath it,
blows it off and straight under
the wheels of the following bike.
Oh Well.
If you look at a map of France
you will see that St Tropez is
nearly a straight line down, so
we turned sharp right into
Normandy. Rain on the rain until
we reached our first destination,
which was a wonderful
farmhouse complete with
peacocks and a carp/duck pond
in La Croix Saint Leufroy. Our
hostess spoke no English and
our French is not exactly
coherent so it is a wonder we got
fed. But we did, and rather nice
it was too. Next morning it was
load and head south. On long

trips you sometimes have to do
motorways and it was one of
those days. Our hotel was by a
beautiful lake in Auvergne,
which is the business. Waking
up and looking over a vast
expanse of water with eagles
soaring in front of a mountain
backdrop is one of the reasons I
love going to rallies on the
Harley.
As we had been good people the
day before we were allowed a
much nicer ride along roads
more suited to our style of
riding, slow and pointing and
gaping at wildlife, foliage and
the French. Our destination was

St Tropez
Murat and the Puy de Dome
region of France where Volvic
water spews out the ground, is
bottled and sold at a rather
vulgarly high price to thirsty
Harley riders.
The actual Puy de Dome is
amazing, as it is a high peak
where the road winds it’s way
like a corkscrew to the summit.
If you want know high it is ask
Steve Cork - he remembers
those things. For myself I was
just knocked out by the views.
The French, of course, had to
attach themselves to string and
sticky-backed tissue
contraptions and leap off into
oblivion. “Would Monsieur like
to try for 50 euros?” we were
asked, “ Onyer bike Pierre” was
the response “ We might have
bought the odd Citroen but we
have not quite lost the plot yet”.
Murat was wonderful. OK, the
town was not great and yes, I
had booked a hotel opposite the
cement works, and yes the local
football side had won something
or other and everyone with a car
and a loud horn was driving up
and down informing the world
that football was coming home.
But the food was great.

St Tropez
You know when there is a great
idea, everyone claims it, and
when it goes the other way there
is a general shaking of heads,
mumbling and looking at feet.
The Viaduct et Millau is a point
in question, it looked good and
in theory should have been, but
we had not taken into account
nutters who insist on throwing
themselves off high places and
leaving some other poor sausage
to clear it up. The French took it
into account and erected high
barriers. Forget views - it was
like going through the Watford
Gap. Borrow Dik’s DVD on the
making of the bridge if you want
to see over the side. But every
cloud has a silver lining and in
this case it was the descent into
the Gorge du Tarne:
unbelievable lakes, zig zags,
valleys and views similar to
looking out of an aircraft window
on take off, but in this case you
are on a Harley. I could write an

article on the Gorge du Tarne
alone. I recommend everyone to
ride along this white water
rafting heaven, see the rapids as
you chug along the windy
riverbank whilst you marvel at
the rockfalls and the small
villages you pass on the way. Do
not make the same mistake we
did. We did not stay long enough
and so we did not kayak and we
did not float in rubber suits
down the river. But who knows
next time.
Turning sharp left we headed
towards Avignon, with the
weather getting hotter all the
time. This was our final stop
before the rally so we made sure
it had swimming pool. Crossing
through the vineyards of the
area is like going through the
wine section of Sainsburys, with

a voice in my ear saying “ we’ve
drunk that one and that one and
that one” as the wino on the
back recognised the various
brands she had quaffed in large
quantities. Avignon is a great
historical town if you can stop
various loonies singing some
dodgy song about a bridge and
you are not wearing leathers in
temperatures over 30 degrees.
Still the hotel was great for a
gay old time, and watching the
trees being abused by the
Mistral wind as we sat
underneath an awning on an
ancient patio getting seriously
slaughtered on the local brew is
what life is all about. Tomorrow
St Tropez and who knows?
It has been great fun so far.
Andy England

Notice Board

A note from the E-Shooter
I would like to thank you all
for the contributions to your
newsletter and the help in
re-launching the chapter The pictures speak more
than 1000 words!
Regards Dave

If you want to be reminded and
kept informed of what’s
harppening on the forthcoming
weekend, and on anything that
may need to be booked in
advance, look out for the E-Shot
every week during the riding
season.

Putting the Cork in Corsica
With our fascination with
dictatorships we have decided
to take the chapter down to
home of the greatest dictator
of them all, Napoleon. No not
the one you were all thinking
about, not the one down in
Warminster on Sea as it was
only the ARP Warden who
called him that.
This is the deal we take 2 days
to travel by Autoroute down to
Nice (So windscreens on)
staying overnight somewhere
halfway. Pillions who do not
fancy a motorway blast have
the option of a cheap flight
from Gatwick to Nice and we
will put up a list of people who
wish to go that route. A truck
will take all of the luggage, so
all you need on the bikes is
your overnight bits and bobs
(this way I will not have to go
around the hotel car park in
the morning, growling at you
all to hurry up and pack). Once
in Nice it is a 3 hour crossing
to Corsica where we will be
staying in Mobile homes for
the next 5 days. I am not going
to describe Corsica other than
to say it has the lot, lakes,
mountains, beaches, me, and
the weather but I suggest you
all look the place up on the
web as it is wonderful. Until
the Cork and myself have run
a recce, I can not give an idea
on prices but we do know it
will be at the end of June and
we will be away for 9 days
including the 2 weekends. It is
a first for Surrey HOG and it is
a great way for people who
have never done a “run to the
sun” to try it out in a larger
group, so let either Steve Cork
or myself know if you are
interested.
Andy England - Steve Cork

The weekly E-Shot is designed
to keep everyone up to date
with the latest news and events
as they happen.
The E-Shot comes out every
Tuesday and is available to
anyone who wants it, members
or not.

If you not getting the E-Shot
and you want to be kept
informed of what The Surrey
HOG Chapter are up to this
weekend e-mail me at
Treasurer@surreyhog.info
with subscribe in the subject
line. AOL users need to add
this address into their address
books due to AOL firewalls.
Keith Dorling

Treasurers Notes

Remember this is
Your Club Newsletter!
Contributions needed
- do you have
an interesting story or
creative pictures
to submit?
graham.woods@surreyhog.info

Subscriptions to Surrey HOG
runs for a full 12 months from
the time of joining from the
beginning of each month that
you join. (i.e. join on the 10th
of April 06 membership will
run until the 31st March 07).
Membership automatically
includes your partner if they
ride pillion. The annual fee is
currently £20.00 All cheques
made payable to Surrey HOG.
Membership forms and
cheques to be sent to the
dealership.
When you join you will get a
regular news letter,
Chapter Pin (awaiting
delivery) and a personalised
membership card, which
entitles you to some great
deals within Surrey Harley
Davidson. This will also get
you a discount on meals at
our club nights at
The Inn on the Green.
Keith Dorling

Quantocks
SUMMIT IN THE QUANTOCKS,
SOMERSET JULY 2005
As June gave way to July the feelgood factor was rising steadily.
The promise of high summer, the
excitement of Live8, the sense of
hope for the G8 in Gleneagles, all
heightened by the simply stunning
news that we had beaten France to
host the 2012 Olympics.
And then came the London bombs.
Summer dreams ripped at the
seams.
Shock, amazement, disgust, fear.
Mixed emotions with the power to
depress the brightest spark. Would
we still go away on a jolly trip? Did
we feel like it? Well, as the
exceedingly perceptive Mr Kipling
said: “If you can meet triumph and
disaster and treat both these
imposters the same, then you will
be a HOG man, my son.” (Apologies,
Rudyard).
So we set off on a chilly Saturday
morning and progressed through
country lanes we had never seen
before, to coffee at a charming pub,
passing on the way thatched
almshouses which would do
wonderfully as a retirement home
for tired old Hoggies.

Cloud breaking in Wiltshire
provided a sunny lunch at
Gillingham where the banter began;
Messrs. England and Cork having
embarked on a lifetime’s mission to
take the rise out of something – or
better still, someone – at least once
an hour. During beer drinking time
the ‘ante’ is upped to require
competition level banter every 15
minutes. No one is safe. Particularly
when the damning Mr Dorling joins
the mission.
Suitably fed and sunsoaked, we
arrived at Riders of Bridgewater
where small amounts of shopping
took place, the major purchase
being Brian’s mock-croc wallet. He
was delighted with it, so next time
you see him at Club night ask him
for a demonstration; he’ll happily
open it.

I had no idea Somerset was so
gorgeous in the summer – its often a
bit bleak off-season (when we tend
to go West Country-ing) so it was a
revelation. Of course, this was down
to Dik and Hillary’s superb route

planning, finding some lovely lanes
and quaint Quantock villages. And
the fact that the sun shone. How it
shone.
The week had been a difficult one
but “Oh, oh, those Somer – set…
nigh….hights…. wella wella well,
tell me more, tell me more”
We reached the end of the road
(literally, it became a potholed
track) as the sun tripped
deliberately over the yard-arm and
it dawned on me that this was more
than a rideout.
This was the B8 Summit.
The secret and securitised
destination had been specially
selected months earlier.
I realised that the B8 Leaders had
surrounded themselves with highly
skilled and well connected
supporters. A high-level
communications expert, a former
police officer, psychologists,
engineers and even more covert
specialists were present – as were
the Press. This event mirrored the
earlier G8 in so many ways, but was
of course much more important.
Over cocktails the packed agenda
was revealed.
G How we could reduce the
Somerset Debt by placing
£billions behind the bar?
G Could Catherine’s new boot
chains be used as handcuffs in a
deviant way?

Quantocks
G What would head the agenda at
the August B8 Summer Super
Summit at Bisley.
G And how we could achieve the
Summit’s Goal of “Making Club
Wrangles History”?
A security alert occurred during the
first course. Mr England questioned
the presence among comely
Somerset waitresses of an
inexperienced male wine waiter.
He suspected that the man may be
a Russian spy, but checks revealed
that he was simply an Estonian
waiter called Boris. He has since
been welcomed into the Chapter.
After locally produced ingredients
created an excellent dinner
(soooo Gleneagles) post-prandials
took the form of the favoured B8
Beverage, large cups of Baileys
lightly laced with strong coffee.
Mr Cork was the ‘opener’ of the
bottle and proved to be an efficient
‘emptier’ of it as well.
Banter was more and more barbaric
as chuckles flew around the terrace,
while we enjoyed the beautiful
Quantock sunset and the helpfully
provided sheep. We were driven in
to count said sheep only when the
rigours of the ride and the high
powered debates finally took their
toll.
Sunday morning and a day of
leisure. Anne Widecombe’s sister;
who we thought was a Shadow
Government delegate but turned out
to own the place, must have been up

all night, clearing up dinner and
preparing the brilliant Bikers’
Brekky. She was amply rewarded,
however, by enjoying a photo shoot
on the terrace, arranged by Boris
Bailey, waiter turned photo-director,
who cajoled the B8 into a shot that
is worthy of Gleneagles best. (Is it
not?)
After giving rides to the waitresses,
the grinning posse left in search of
more impossibly cute villages and
voluptuous views. We also needed to
see the sea. Dik and Hillary rose to
the challenge and fulfiled all
demands, even Colin’s need for a
car park tour; the only one of the
trip, and, we suspect, a fake, just to
keep him happy. Looking across the
bay to Butlins at Minehead brought
a tear to a few eyes as they
remembered the Rally of 2003 and
how horrific the ride home had
been.
Morning coffee on the very top of
the Quantocks with a view to die for
(and cakes, we missed Gary and
Gary missed out) led smartly into a
proper ride to a proper bloke’s
place: Yeovilton Fleet Air Arm
Museum.

Men always like simulators (they
love us, don’t they?) and this place
did not disappoint. There were also
exhibitions, Concorde 002, a Vickers
Machine Gun – Cork score 34… and
a bemusing circular engine
configuration, which even bemused
Mr Pickering.
The grand finale; just as we dragged
on jackets and helmets in the
summer heat was a carefully
organised fly-past, buzz and victory
roll by a Spitfire, on the day that
Britain celebrated 60 years since
the end of the war. A stroke of
genius on the part of Mr Gregory
that completed a great weekend where triumph saw off disaster, my
friends.
Surrey HOG PoliticalCorrespondent
Story filed 11th July 2005
Sheila Manchester

Corvettes

Corvettes
It was a rather overcast day as
we set off for the Corvette Rally
at Knebworth. We were a select
band, but keen for the ride
through Richmond Park and up
the North Circular. Graham
suggested we stop at the Ace
Café for breakfast, and as Gary
and I had never been there
before, and Gary is always up for
breakfast, we agreed, it didn’t
disappoint! As usual, Graham
led the ride perfectly and at just
the right pace, although
Graham and Sheila Manchester
had the sparks flying on their
extremely low ..........(whatever it
is)......... As we arrived at
Knebworth the sun shone down
on us and we became suitably
hot in our leathers looking at all
those wonderful Corvettes. Now,
Corvettes make a lot of noise,
Harley’s make a lot of noise, but
neither can compete with the
sound of the Merlin engines
which were demonstrated at ear
splitting length – terrific. There
were a good 20 Harley’s judged
in the ‘best road bike’
competition, and, predictably, a
wonderful American flag type
paint job won the day. It was a
thoroughly good day out with
friends, and a chance to look at

possible modes of transport for
when we are too old to cock our
legs over the bike – though
Colin suggested a block and
tackle, like the knights of old
mounting their trusty steeds, an
interesting concept and well
worth considering!! A definite
‘must’ rideout for next year.
Chris Morss

2005
Calendar

All Surrey HOG ride outs
meeting @ the dealership
unless otherwise specified

AUGUST
Sat 20 - Sun 21

Sunday 28

Weekend Ride-out Cheddar Gorgeous - wonderful
riding roads - great hotel - NOW SOLD OUT
New Members Ride-out. Your chance for a safe
introduction to group riding, supported by experienced
road crew. Nice ride too!

Gary Morss - 9.30am

Dave Deverell - 9.30am

SEPTEMBER

Sat3 - Sun4

Sun 4

Sat10 - Sun11

Sat 10

Sun 11

Thur 15

Sun 18

7.30pm

Club Night at the Cock Inn, Headley
2006 Buells Open House weekend at the dealership come see the new XB12X Ulysses! More in this flyer.
Graham's Full English - join Graham on a great run to a
Biker's Breakfast at a classic biker's venue.
2006 Harleys Open House weekend at the dealership come see the new Dyna Super Glide 35th anniversary
and Street Bob! More in this flyer.
Evening Ride-out England's Dead Rock Stars Tour It is
time to go on a pilgrimage to London - to pay homage
to some of the greatest prophets of Rock.Ever wondered
where some of our best-loved rockers ascended their
stairway to heaven (usually with the help of chemicals
and lashings of booze) or descended their road to hell?
Ace Café Reunion. Thousands of bikes, one destination Brighton’s famous seafront! Stands, displays and special
invited guests to include, Father Scott Anderson of the
59 Club, numerous British motorcycling legends,
together with, for the first time in the UK, all the way
from the USA, the guys and bikes from American
Chopper!

9.00am - 6pm
Graham Woods - 9.30am

Dave Deverell - 9.30am

Andy England - 6.30pm

Keith Dorling - 9.30am

Club Night - venue to be confirmed. As we approach
the end of the good(!) weather, Club Nights will now
drop down to once per month (from Oct).
Pickering's Tank Review. Join Kevin on a ride to
Bovington, home of the Tank. The Tank Museum houses
the world's largest and finest collection of Armoured
Fighting Vehicles from unique World War 1 tanks to the
latest main battle tank of the British Army - Challenger.
Plenty to see and a great ride too!

7.30pm

Kevin Pickering - 9.30am

DECEMBER
Sat 10

Surrey HOG Christmas Cracker. It's Christmas party time
- and all in a turkey-free zone! This year the emphasis is
on music and merriment! Details later.
7.30pm

For all the latest updated information and contact details go to:

www.surreyhog.info

www.grahamwoodsdesign.co.uk

Thur 1

